
Music: the soul of the people 

  

In Portugal people  boast of national dances and music. The Portuguese music and 
dances  are  traditionally influenced by different Spanish, Brazilian, African sounds, 
each one of them bringing their contribution to the folk music existing in Portugal. This 
is to be seen in Samba dance which originates in Bahia, Brazil. This dance is famous and 
intensely performed in street carnivals, as well as fandango which is one of the most 
popular Portuguese dances. Among folk dances preserved in the culture we 
find Vira, much similar to a common waltz, Corridinho, Fandango and many others. 
Practically, all of them were originated in different regions, but, eventually, were 
distributed all over the  country and in the Islands (Azores and Madeira) 

Portuguese music consists of a wide variety of music genres out of which Fado is the 
most renowned one being the melancholic urban music that has gathered in time a 
worldwide recognition by the aid  of famous  interpreters  such as Amalia Rodrigues, 
Mariza, Carlos do Carmo, Carminho and many others. 

Music traditions of Portugal are much associated with Fado, a national genre carrying 
feelings of sadness, loneliness and anguish. Therefore, it is not a surprise that fado 
songs were originated from the word “fatum” (fate). A shawl, a guitar, a voice and 
sincere emotion. These are the ingredients of Fado, the celebrated form of world 
music that captures what it is to be Portuguese.It is said that Fado is the soul of 
Portugal! 

 In 2011, Fado was inscribed on Masterpieces of the Oral and Intangible Heritage of 
Humanity by UNESCO. 
 Whatever its origins its themes have remained constant: destiny, betrayal in love, 
death and despair. A typical lyric goes: “Why did you leave me, where did you go? I 

walk the streets looking at every place we were together, except you’re not there.” It’s 
a sad music and a fado performance is not successful if an audience is not moved to 
tears. 

The more popular forms of Fado are to be heard in the cities of Lisbon and Coimbra. 
By the early twentieth century, fado  was played for pleasure but also to relieve the 
pain of life. Fado was the earthy music of taverns  and street corners in Alfama and 
Mouraria, the old poor sections of Lisbon. Another strain of fado, Coimbra fado, was 

favored among university students and professors.The fado is normally sung by men or 
women and accompanied by one Portuguese guitar and one classic guitar, which in 
Portugal is called viola. 

The 1960s marked the beginning of a period of expansion and innovation that has 
continued up until the present day. Rock and jazz were introduced, political song 
developed, Lisbon fado and the Coimbra style of singing were revitalized, Portuguese 
styles of pop and rock evolved, music from the former African colonies and Brazil 
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occupied an increasingly important place in the capital’s musical life and local styles of 

rap and hip hop emerged 

If Amália is still the most recognizable Portuguese name in music, today we can find 
many wordly  famous singers  and bands: Mariza,Carminho,Carlos do Carmo (fado 
singers) Dulce Pontes, Rodrigo Leão and others like Moonspell (metal), 
Madredeus  (fado and folk inspired), Deolinda(new song) Buraka som 
sistema (electro/kuduro/breakbeat),Da Weasel, Boss ac (hip hop),Blasted 
Mechanism (experimental electro-rock). Well, just to mention some of our 
music  renowned names  . 
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